GENERAL NOTES:
G1 THE BUILDING SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING STABILITY OF THE STRUCTURE UNTIL COMPLETION OF CONSTRUCTION AND SHALL COMPLETE ALL WORK REQUIRED TO ENSURE THE STABILITY OF THE STRUCTURE IS COMPLETED.
G2 THE BUILDING SHALL CHECK ALL DIMENSIONS AND ALL CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS BEFORE COMPLETING CONSTRUCTION.
G3 ANY DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE MADE GOOD AT THE BUILDER'S OWN COST.
G4 ALL MATERIALS AND WORKSHIPS SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CURRENT EDITIONS OF THE FOLLOWING AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS, EXCEPT WHERE VARIATION IS INDICATED ON DRAWINGS:
   a. AS 1684.2(2010) RESIDENTIAL TIMBER TIMBER TIMBER TIMBER TIMBER TIMBER DRAWING
   b. AS 2870(2011) RESIDENTIAL SLABS AND FOOTINGS
   c. AS 3600 CONCRETE STRUCTURES
   d. AS 3798 GUIDELINES ON EARTHWORKS FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
   e. AS 4700 STEEL STRUCTURES
   f. AS 4100 CONCRETE STRUCTURES
   g. AS 4692 TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   h. U.N.O. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   i. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   j. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   k. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   l. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   m. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   n. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   o. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   p. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   q. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   r. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   s. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   t. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   u. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   v. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   w. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   x. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   y. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   z. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   aa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   bb. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   cc. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   dd. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   ee. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   ff. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   gg. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   hh. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   ii. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   jj. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   kk. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   ll. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   mm. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   nn. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   oo. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   pp. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   qq. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   rr. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   ss. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   tt. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   uu. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   vv. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   ww. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   xx. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   yy. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   zz. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   aaaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   baaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   caaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   daaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   eaaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   faaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   gaaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   haaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   iaaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   jaaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   kaaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   laaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   maaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   naaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   oaaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   paaa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
   qa. TRADE PRACTICE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (U.N.O.)
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